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We discuss some spectral properties of composition operators in Banach spaces 
of holomorphic functions over infinite-dimensional domains. Our results 
generalize known properties of such operators in the finite-dimensional case. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [I] Ruelle studied a generalized c-function for real analytic mappings 
of a compact manifold M. He showed analyticity properties of this function by 
reducing the problem to the spectral behavior of certain composition operators 
on the Banach space of holomorphic functions over finite-dimensional domains. 
On the other hand, it was shown in a series of papers [2-6] how the solution 
of some one-dimensional classical lattice systems in statistical mechanics can 
also be connected with spectral properties of operators of the above kind. This 
method is known there as the generalized transfer matrix approach. The systems 
which allow for such a treatment are characterized by the fact that the interaction 
decreases exponentially fast with the distance between lattice sites. 
It was shown in [2] and [4] that an interaction potential which is the super- 
position of rz exponentially decreasing terms essentially gives rise to a transfer 
matrix L acting on the Banach space of holomorphic functions over some domain 
Q in C”. The interesting thing with this transfer matrix is the fact that the par- 
tition function 2, of N sites with periodic boundary conditions can be cal- 
culated via the trace of the operator L”. 
The existence of this trace was shown by Ruelle [l] to be a consequence of 
Grothendieck’s theory about topological tensor products, To be more precise, 
the operators mentioned above are of the following general nature: Let Sz be an 
open bounded domain in 0 and #: Q + Q be a holomorphic mapping such that 
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#(sZ) is strictly contained in Q. Then a composition operator T on the Banach 
space A,(Q) of bounded holomorphic functions over J2 is defined as 
( Tf)C4 : = f 0 VW. 
Grothendieck’s theory then tells us [I] that T is a nuclear operator of order 
zero and its trace is given by the expression tr T = det(l - #‘(z*))-1, where 
#‘(z*) denotes the FrCchet derivative of the mapping # at its unique fixed 
point x*. 
A question which arises immediately at this point is the following: Can a 
result like this also be obtained if the dimension 71 of the domain Q tends to 
infinity? This is an obvious problem to consider if one wants to extend the 
transfer matrix approach to more general interaction potentials like those which 
can be represented as infinite superpositions of exponentially decreasing ones. 
Unfortunately Ruelle’s method in [l] d oes not generalize immediately to 
infinite dimensions. This comes from the fact that the space s(Q) of holo- 
morphic functions over Q with compact open topology is nuclear if and only 
if the dimension of Q is finite [7]. It was just this property from which the above 
properties of T could be deduced. 
So we had to look for a different approach in infinite dimensions which does 
not depend on the nuclearity of this space. The idea we followed was to find 
sufficient conditions on the mapping # such that the operator T has the 
Grothendieck representation of a nuclear operator of order zero [8]. 
The formula for the trace of T in finite dimensions tells us immediately that 
not every holomorphic 4 which maps Q strictly inside itself will induce 
an operator T nuclear of order zero. The linear operator t,V(z*) will in general 
not be of trace class and det( 1 - #‘(z*)) cannot be defined. So it is not surprising 
that we have to impose quite strong conditions on the mapping ~+5 to get reasonable 
results for the operator T. 
In detail the paper is organized as follows: In Section I we introduce the 
necessary notations and state a fixed-point theorem of Earle and Hamilton [lo] 
for holomorphic mappings in Banach spaces. We also introduce the concept of 
a nuclear-holomorphic mapping 4 which will be of special interest for us. 
In Section II we state the precise assumptions on $ and prove the Grothendieck 
representation for the composition operator T. 
In the final section we investigate the spectral properties of T and prove the 
trace formula. 
I. NUCLEAR HOLOMORPHIC MAPPINGS 
We denote by X and Y complex Banach spaces of finite or infinite dimensions. 
Let Q be an open bounded domain in X. A holomorphic mapping 4: B - 1’ 
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is always understood in the sense of FrCchet analyticity. We denote the FrCchet 
derivatives of 9 at a point z E Q by Dk#(z). They define symmetric k-linear 
bounded operators on the space X x .. . x X into Y [9]. For the first Frechet 
derivative Dl#(z) we also write 4’(z). The Taylor series of the mapping # in 
x0 E Q is given by 
#(AZ) = f  I/k! Dk4(z,,)(z - z,,)~, 
k=O 
where (z - .zo)” denotes the point (z - a0 ,..., z - zo) E X x ... x X. The 
Banach space of all bounded holomorphic functions on Q with the sup norm is 
denoted by A,(Q) and its strong dual by A,(Q)*. 
Let #: 8 - Q be a holomorphic mapping. We say 3 maps Q strictly into itself 
if there exists an E > 0 such that 11 #(x) - y I/ > E for all x E 52 and ally E X\s2. 
In complete analogy to the finite-dimensional case, one has the following 
fixed-point theorem in a Banach space of any dimension [IO]. 
THEOREM I [lo]. Let 1;2 C X be an open bounded domain in the Banach space 
X. Let # be a holomorphic mapping #: Q + Sz which maps 52 strictly into itself. 
Then there exists exactly oneJixed-point x* E .Q with #(x*) = z*. The eigenvalues 
of the derivative #‘(z*) at x* are strictly smaller than one in absolute value. 
Because the statement concerning the eigenvalues is not contained explicitly 
in the formulation of the theorem by Earle and Hamilton we sketch the proof 
here. Let +: J2 -+ Am(Q)* be the evaluation map defined by 
4(4(f 1 : = f  (4 (2) 
for z E Q and f  E A,(O). As done in [lo] we denote by c1(z, x) the positive 
function on 52 x X defined by 
4~ 4 := II W4(x)ll. (3) 
This TV defines a Caratheodory-Reiffen-Finsler metric on 9. Choose an E > 0 
such that I/ #(z) - x /) > e for all z E Q and x E x\Q, and a M > 0 such that 
lid 2; M for all x E Q. It was shown in [IO] that 
a($(~), QQ) x> < (1 + /-4-l 4% x) (4) 
for all z E 52 and x E X, where p = 4(2M) > 0. Setting z = x* and x any 
eigenfunction of $‘(z*) with corresponding eigenvalue X, relation (4) gives 
I x I G (1 + CL)-l < 1. (5) 
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Let us briefly give the definition of a p-summable operator u: S - 1. for two 
Banach spaces X and Y which was introduced by Grothendieck [8]: Let p be 
a real number with 0 < p <, 1. A linear operator u: X-t Y is called p-summable 
if u has the representation 
u = 1 &x,T (s) y; ) (6) 
$ 
with xf E S*, Yi E Y, II Xr II -+ 0, II yi I! - 0, and {hi} E I, , that means 
ci”=, / xi !Y < 03. 
It is clear that every p-summable operator is also nuclear. Let L’J’)(X, Y) be 
the space of all p-summable operators of X into Y. This space is a complete 
metric space [8] by introducing the metric 
d(u, v) := S,(u - 7J) 
with the function S, defined as 
(7) 
S,(U) = inf C j Xi In. 
z 
The infimum in (8) has to be taken over all representations of u as 
u =-pi,x& @yi with I] xi*]1 < 1, 11 yi /I < 1 for all i and {h,} E 1, . 
z 
For a given linear nuclear operator u the order is defined as the greatest lower 
bound of all p (0 <p < 1) such that UELP(X, Y). Denote by L@l(X, Y) 
the space of all nuclear operators of order <p. This is again a complete metric 
space. In what follows we are only interested in the space Lt”j(X, Y) of nuclear 
operators of order zero. These are just the mappings with a representation (6) 
such that {hi} E Z, for all p > 0. 
Let Q be an open bounded domain in X and $: Q + Y be a holomorphic 
mapping. Because P+(z) is a K-linear symmetric mapping of X x ... x X -+ Y, 
it defines a unique linear mapping ~k#(z): X ?& ... ?& X---f Y, where 
x &# ... Bj, X denotes the R-fold projective topological tensor product of the 
space X [l I] for which we write @js X. 
We then define a special class of holomorphic mappings of Q into Y which we 
call nuclear holomorphic. (For a similar notion, see [12].) 
DEFINITION. A bounded holomorphic mapping z,!J: 52 + Y is caIled nuclear 
holomorphic of order <p if for all x E Q, all K > 1, and all q > p. 
where C,,, is some positive number depending on q and x. 
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Let us add two simple remarks. First it is quite easy to see that in the case 
dim X < co, dim Y < cc both conditions (a) and (b) are fulfilled with p = 0 
for any holomorphic #. The second remark is the following: from (b) it follows 
that a nuclear holomorphic mapping # of order p has the property that its 
Taylor series 
(11) 
converges uniformly in a ball Ba(,Jz) in the topology defined by the metric 
S, , where R(q) < l/C,,, . This is true for all 1 > q > p. 
II. THE OPERATOR T : A,(Q) + A,(SZ) 
Let #: Q --f D be a holomorphic mapping which maps Q strictly inside itself. 
Let f be a bounded holomorphic function on Sz. Then we define the composition 
operator T: Am(Q) + A,(SZ) by 
Tf (z) := f 0 #(z). (12) 
To show what difficulties arise in passing from finite-dimensional Q to the case 
dim Q = co, consider the following simple example: 
Let Q be the open ball of radius R = + in the Banach space Zr of absolutely 
summable sequences z = (z&~ : 
a= xdl:l~x~j=~~xI<~. 
I i=l 1 
For every n > 2 define a holomorphic mapping &, : .Q -+ Sz by 
($&(X))k := xkn k = 1,2,.... (14) 
It is clear that z+& maps Q strictly inside itself. The unique fixed point for all 
4, is the point x * = 0. Now consider the operator 
Tn f (z) : = f 0 CM+ (15) 
It is quite easy to see that none of these operators T, is of trace class. This is 
in spite of the fact that at the point x = .a*, &(.z*) is the null operator and there- 
fore det(l - &(a*)) = 1 is well defined. The reason for the bad behavior of 
T, is the fact that at the point z = x* we have D”#Jz*) = 0 for all Iz # n, 
but D”&(z*) is a nasty operator which is not nuclear. 
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From this example we see that only in the case where all the derivatives 
D*#(z*) are nuclear operators can we expect results in infinite dimensions 
similar to those in finite dimensions for the operator T. This is the reason that 
we must restrict ourselves to nuclear holomorphic mappings in the former case. 
Therefore let $: Q -+ Q be a nuclear holomorphic mapping of order zero 
and let z* be its unique fixed point in Q. We have to impose on the mapping 
$ a further condition which we denote by Condition (R): 
Condition (R). There exists a real number R, > 0 such that 
(a) kzl &(1/K! Bk#(z*)Rfl) -c 1, 
(16) 
(b) i S&l/k! D”&z*)R,“) < co for all q > 0. 
k=l 
Let us comment on this condition. It is clear that if condition (R) is fulfilled 
with some R, > 0 then it is also true for all R < R, . With this remark it 
follows then that (a) implies the existence of a R > 0, R < R,, such that the 
ball B,(z*) C Q and that # maps B,(z*) strictly inside itself. This follows from 
the fact that 
This is certainly a very strong restriction on the allowed 4’s which map Q 
strictly inside itself: the mapping # has to be contracting in B,(x*) in the topology 
defined by the metric S, . 
Let us discuss condition (R) in the case dim ~2 = Y < co. We want to show 
that relation (b) in (16) is fulfilled in this case for all 4’s which map Q strictly 
inside itself. We know that there then exists a polycylinder P with polyradius 
R r ,,.., R, such that z* E P, PCQ, and $(P) C P [l]. The mapping 1+5 can be 
written as z/ = ~~=, &ei , where ei is a basis of C’ and I,& are holomorphic func- 
tions in Q such that sup,,p ) &(z)j < Ri . For the linear operator Dk~,(z*): 
C’ x ... x CT -+ @ we have the representation 
D”zJ,(x*)(z - z*,..., z - z*) 
= k! , Tk l/(al! ... fXr!)(zr - X1*)al .** (Zr - a:)011 
a 
a=(al....,a,) 
for any z E Cr. 
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Therefore, the operator WI&Z*) can be written as 
where jlci;s is a k-linear symmetric functional from CT”* with norm <l such 
that fg,F(z ,..., iz) = n;=, (i@ Th e symbol 1 denotes the unit element in c 
and the number AC,; is defined as 
;\(i) 
k.a := (l/R,) (fi l/ar!) (a%/J,(a*)/az~ ... ax:). 
I=1 
Cauchy’s inequalities then give the following bound for hj$, : 
where R', > R, for all 1 = l,..., Y. But this also implies that 
S,(I/k! D"#(z*)) < i Riq 1 / X;'u"i 
i=l lal=k 
Define Rmin := minlci(7 Ri which is certainly positive. Clearly RI > R, > 
R mn, >. 0. Then we get 
f  Sq(l/k! Dk#(~*)Rkln) <i Ri* f 1 fi (Rmin/'R;)na'. 
k=l i=l k=l lal=k 14 
But the right-hand side can be bounded by the expression 
gl Rig ,fi &*/( 1 - A,*) < 00, where h, := &i,/R, < 1. 
This shows that part (b) of condition (16) is always fulfilled for holomorphic 
mappings 1,4 in finite dimensions. 
Part (a) of condition (16) is in general not fulfilled even in finite dimensions. 
To show nuclearity of T in this case one needs only the property of 1,4 that 
$m & L?. For this to be true condition (a) of (16) is sufficient but not at all 
necessary. But, nevertheless we have to impose this condition in the infinite- 
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dimensional case to get our method of proof working. It is therefore a technical 
assumption which presumably can be weakened quite a lot. 
After these remarks we can formulate our main theorem: 
THEOREM II. Let #: Q + 12 be nuclear holomorphic of order zero such that 
$(a) is strictly contained in G’. Furthermore, let # fu@ll Condition (R). Then the 
operator T: A,(Q) - A,(Q) defined by Tf (z) = f 0 4(z) is nuclear of order zero. 
Proof. Let R < R, such that B,(z*) C Sz and I/ maps B,(z*) strictly 
inside itself (Condition (R)). Let g E A,(BR(z*)). Then g has a Taylor series 
expansion around z = x* given by 
g(z) = f  l/K! Pg(z*)(z - Z*)fi. 
k=O 
Because #(z*) = .z* and #(BR(z*)) C B,(z*), we also get 
g(z&)) = f  l/R! D”g(z*)(l@) - z*)li‘. 
ic=n 
On the other hand, # also has a Taylor series around z = z* 
gz) = z* + f  l/l! D$@*)(z - z*)“. 
Z=l 
(19) 
(20) 
Because Dt,/~(z*) E L[Ol(@jtl X, X) we have the representation 
with ec,E (Bjf X)*, e,,,, E X, II et, /I , < 1, 1~ ez,,, II < 1 and &,nrJm=l ,... E P 
for all Q > 0. Because of Condition (R) there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
zl %--6 (& @#(z*)Rk-1) < 1. 
Therefore, we can choose the h,,, in such a way that 
zl if1 I bP1 Y < I and El $ I hnR” In < co (21) 
for all q > 0. 
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Therefore, this gives the following representation for $(.z) - Z* in B,(a*) 
4(z) - x* = f f &,,e,T, 0 ez,,(x - z*)- 
kl m=1 
(22) 
Inserting (22) into (19) and remembering the fact that Dg(z*) is a bounded 
K-linear operator we arrive at the expression 
(23) 
Next define a matrix a = (aij) such that aii E FV U 0, with only a finite number 
of entries different from zero. We then define 1 CL 1 = CTj=, olii . Because 
Pg(z*) is symmetric, a little reflection shows that (23) can also be written as 
fi (l/arij! (&etj(z - z*)“‘j)) D”g(z*)(ea) 
k=O a.[al=k i,j=l 
or 
l/a! h”e*(z - .s*)o D’“g(Z*)(e”), (24) 
k=O a,lal=k 
with obvious notations. 
Therefore, we get for the operator T: A,(BR(z*)) + A,(BR(z*)) a represen- 
tation like this 
T = i c hk,&k 0 eksa (25) 
k=O a,la[=k 
where the different quantities are defined as follows: Let k 2 0 and a be such 
that j a / = K and g E A,(BR(z*)). Then 
ek.a 
: = e*(z _ Z*)~R-%=li%i, 
e:,,(g) := l/u! A Cd-@R~~j=1 inij(,-B,,k,kg(,,)(ea). 
(26) 
For K = 0 and u with 1 a 1 = 0 we therefore have 
x - 1, 0.a eo,, = 1, dXg> = gb*). 
To complete the proof of the theorem we need only verify the following lemma. 
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LEMMA. The quantities dejined in (26) fulfill the following conditions 
(4 ek,a E Am(B~(z*)), et,a E Am(B~(z*))*y 
(b) II ek.a ii d 1, /i ei% II < J and f C I Aa.= IQ -c 00, 
for all q > 0. 
k=O a,lal=k 
Proof. Part (a) follows immediately from the definitions in (26) and part (b). 
So let us prove (b). It is clear that (lek,a 11 < 1 because et,, is l-linear and there- 
fore I/ e&(x - z*)jI < // z - .a* Ill. The linear functional e$,,( g) = g(z*) 
certainly has norm smaller than or equal to one. So let k 3 1 and a be fixed such 
that / a 1 = k. Then e$,,( g) is explicitly given by 
e:,,(g) = $I1 (l/aij! (Xi,iRi)Uij(l-*))) Rk*Dkg(z*)(ea). 
Let q,m, ,..., %~?nl be the matrix elements of a different from zero. Then we have 
Using Cauchy’s formula we get 
1 r =y t If 2nz l/(z;+l+’ ... a;+‘,+‘) &z, ,..., a,) da, ... dz, (28) r 
withg(q ,..., 2,) = g(z* + Ck ~~e~,.mi). 
r denotes the distinguished boundary of a polycylinder P, in the domain of 
holomorphy of g. Define this polycylinder P,, as follows: 
where 
P,. := {(q ,...) 4:/3I <Yil, 
yi :- 1 hzi,,t RI’ 11-* R’. 
Now 
gl it = i I 4‘.rns R”--l II-*R < R 
i=l 
(29) 
because of (21). Therefore F,, is strictly contained in the domain of holomorphy 
of the function 2. 
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Cauchy’s inequality then gives 
I eiLk)l d zE;;8, ) I &)I and therefore /I d,, II < 1. + 
Let us finally consider the numbers A,,, . They are explicitly given as 
Because of (21) we have j X&-l / < 1 for all i and m and therefore j A,,, j < 1 
for all k with k > 1 and a with / a 1 = k. Let us then calculate the sum 
go u gsk I /\k.a I* = 5 C fI I 4.mRi-’ Irri@* 
k=O a,!al=k i.m=l 
The summation can be performed and gives 
f c I hk,, IQ = fi f I(X,mRi-‘)18*r 
k=O a.lal=k iem=1 k=O 
= fi (1 - I A&-1 I”“)-’ < CXJ, 
i,WL=l 
because xz, I:=, / Xi,,Ri-l / Q < co for all Q > 0. This ends the proof of 
the lemma. This shows that the operator T: A,(BR(z*)) --f A,JBa(z*)) is 
nuclear of order zero. Now A,(Ba(z*)) 3 A,(Q) and also T(A,(Q)) C A,(Q) 
Using a theorem of Grothendieck [8, Chap. II, Sect. 1, No. 5, Proposition 31, 
this shows that the operator T: A,(Q) + A,(Q) also is nuclear of order zero. 
Therefore Theorem II is proved. 
Before investigating the spectral properties of the operator T we can generalize 
Theorem II a bit further. For this reason let v  E A,(Q). Then define the operator 
T, : Am(Q) + A,(Q) as 
COROLLARY. The operator T, as dejined in (30) is nuclear of order zero if # 
fulfills the assumptions of Theorem II. 
This follows from the fact that the space of nuclear operators of order zero 
is a two-sided ideal in the algebra of all bounded operators on a Banach space X. 
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III. THE TRACE OF THE OPERATOR T, 
Because T, is nuclear of order zero, we know [13] that the trace of T, is well 
defined and given by the formula 
where {X,} denotes the set of eigenvalues of the operator T, counted according 
to their algebraic multiplicity. To get the trace we therefore need only determine 
the spectrum CJ of To : every point of c different from zero is automatically an 
eigenvalue. To determine o(T,) we follow a method which we used in a similar 
finite-dimensional problem in [3] and which can be applied also in infinite 
dimensions. 
To start our discussion we assume first that the mapping I/J has the following 
property: let u($‘(z*)) be the spectrum of the operator #‘(z*). Then we have 
for all Y > h 2 I: 
pi, ‘.. pi, 5.4 pj, .” p. Jk (32) 
for any pi, , Pj, E d#‘(z*)). 
We will see how we can get rid of this restriction on the allowed $‘s finally 
by a continuity argument. 
Let ;\ be any eigenvalue of T, that means there exists afg AT(Q) such that 
Ye4 = d4f” VW- (33) 
At the fixed point z = Z* of 1,4 this gives 
Wz”) = dz*)f@*)* 
I f  thereforef(z*) # 0 we must have X = F(z*). 
From Theorem I we know that all eigenvalues of the linear operator D$(z*) 
are strictly smaller than one in absolute value. Therefore, the operator 
(1 - D#(z*))-’ exists, because 1 does not belong to the spectrum of DI++z*). 
The same reasoning also shows that the operators (1 - #‘(z*) @ .E RJ #‘(z*))-1 
exist for any natural number k > 1. (0 d enotes the tensor product of operators.) 
This remark shows that for f(a*) f  0 relation (33) uniquely determines all 
mappings D’“f(z*) for k > 1. Therefore, the eigenvector f(z) is uniquely deter- 
mined if it exists at all, which we show below. Before doing this let us continue 
with our argument. Iff(z*) = 0, we differentiate relation (33) and look at the 
resulting equation again at the point z = z*: 
AQf(z*) = $D(z*) Df(z*) 0 D$(z*). (34) 
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This is just the eigenvalue equation for the adjoint operator @(z*)* in the space 
Am(Q)*. Its spectrum a($‘(~*)*) = a(#‘(~*)). Therefore, if Df(z*) # 0, we get 
where p is any eigenvalue of the operator #‘(z*), counted according to algebraic 
multiplicity. Again, relation (33) then determines all higher derivatives LY”f(z*) 
uniquely. This can be seen by induction on k. For k = 1 this is clear. So let 
us assume that our claim is true for all k < R, . Differentiating relation (33) 
R, + 1 times we get at the point z = x* 
cp(z*)p LPfJ+lf(Z*) = cp(z*)D”““f(z*) 0 ($Y(z”) x *.. x #‘(z*)) 
+ “other terms.” 
The important fact is that in the “other terms” there appear derivatives off 
at x* only up to order k < k, . Therefore, by induction all these terms are 
uniquely determined. Because of assumption (32) the operator [pl - #‘(z*) 
x ... x #‘(x*)]-1 exists and from this it follows that the operator LP~o+~f(z*) 
is also uniquely determined from relation (33). After 71 steps, one gets if 
f(z*) = o,..., D”-y(,z*) = 0: 
hD”f(,q = p)(z*) Dy(z*) 0 ($r(z*) x “. x #‘(z*)). (35) 
Because (@z A,(Q))* s LPn(&,(Q)), the Banach space of all continuous n-linear 
functionals on the space A,(D), we can rewrite expression (35) as an eigenvalue 
equation for the adjoint of the linear operator Z/(X*) @ ... @ #‘(z*): 
XL, = qJ(z*)(~‘(z*) @I ... @ $&z*))*L, (36) 
with L, E ZJA,(B)). Again, the spectrum of this operator is given by the 
spectrum of the operator #‘(z*) @ ... @ #‘(z*). We need only recall that the 
mapping Pf(z*) was symmetric in its arguments; therefore, only completely 
symmetric n-linear forms L, are allowed as solutions in (36). This restricts 
the possible X to belong to the following set of numbers 
where pi,. run through the set of eigenvalues of #‘(z*). So, we arrive at the con- 
clusion that the spectrum u( 7’J of the operator T, must be contained in the 
following set u* 
u* == (qJ(z*)pi, ..’ pi, ) I < i, < ... < i, ,( 03, k = 0, I,..., pi, E u($‘(z*))}. 
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For K = 0 the number P)(z*) pi, is the number v(z*) and the algebraic multi- 
plicity of the eigenvalues p E u($‘(z*)) is taken into account. 
We still have to show that every number in the set u* belongs to the spectrum 
a(T,). Take any number h = v(z*) pi, ... pi, and choose a holomorphic function 
g(z) E A,(Q) such that 
where eil ,..., eik are the eigenvectors of the operator #‘(z*) with eigenvalues 
Pi, >.**, Pi,, respectively. Then consider the equation, 
VP, - hl)fW = g(+ (37) 
We show that Eq. (37) has no solutionf(z) in A,(Q), which proves that h E cu(T,). 
Because Dg(z*) = 0 for 0 < Y  ,< K - 1, we get from (37) that D7f(z*) = 0 
for 0 < Y  < li - 1. There we used the fact that the operators (pi, . * pi, - 
cfqz*) @ *T* @ yqz*>>-1 exist for all 0 < Y  < K - 1 because of our assumption 
(32). For Y  = K, on the other hand, we get at z = Z* 
fp(z*)D”f(z*) 0 (yY(x*) x .” x $K(.z*)) - q+*)pil ... pi, D”f(z*) = D’“g(z*). 
Applying this to the vector (eil x a** x eik) E X x ... x X we get 
0 = Fg(z*)(e,, ,..., ei,). 
But this is in contradiction to the choice of the function g(z) and therefore 
h E a(T,). Because the eigenfunction fi,.,.i,(~) to the eigenvalue Xil...ilc = 
dx*) Pi, ... pi, has just the property of the function g in the above discussion 
we also get that the algebraic multiplicity of any eigenvalue in the set u* is 
exactly one. Therefore, we have 
THEOREM III. Let 52, $, and T, be as in the Corollary in Section II. Then 
the trace of the operator T, is given by 
tr T, = qJz*) det(l - #‘(z*>>-‘. 
Proof. Let us first assume that I/ fulfills relation (32). Then, because #‘(z*) 
is nuclear of order zero we know that det(l - $‘(z*)) = JJi (1 - pi) where the 
product extends over all eigenvalues of #‘(z*). Because, according to Theorem I 
all eigenvalues pi have absolute value strictly smaller than one, we have 
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and therefore 
Consider then any # which does not necessarily fulfill relation (32). We choose 
a sequence of mappings z+& : Q --+ Q such that I/,, converges in the sup norm 
to 4, and such that for every n the mapping &, fulfills condition (32). From simple 
continuity considerations it follows then that T, defined by T,$(x) = y(z)f o #(x) 
also converges in the trace norm to T, . Therefore limnam tr T,, = tr T, = 
lim n~m cp(z*) det(1 - &(z$-1. But this proves our Theorem III. 
Let us add a final comment. In this paper we always considered operators of 
order zero. From the work of Grothendieck in [8] it follows that orders larger 
than one also can lead to trace class operators. In particular, for Banach spaces 
with approximation property operators of order p = 1, this means that nuclear 
operators, should do the same job. 
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